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April 2024 

Market Breadth Improves…A Good Sign for the Stock Market? 
 

In this month’s market update, we discussed the Federal Reserve’s updated economic projections, fixed income markets, and 
the remarkable stock market returns that dominated investors’ attention in the first quarter.  
The S&P 500 has al ready returned +10% to date (+45% annualized). These  numbers are extraordinary, and clients are rightly 
asking whether equity prices can still move higher after such an intense rally. We think the answer over the next 12 
months is likely “yes,” and a recent broadening in stock market performance leaves us i ncreasingly optimistic.  
Because the S&P 500 is weighted by market capitalization , the largest companies’ performance has an outsized impact on 
the index. This year – as in 2023 – large companies have outperformed and thus propelled the bulk of S&P 500 tota l returns. 
But what i f we want to demonstrate a more balanced view? In the left panel of Figure 1 below, we weight all 500 companies 
equally, allowing a 1% change in both the smallest and largest company to have the same impact. This equal -weighted index 
has underperformed the S&P 500 by a full 4% since the start of the year, indicating smaller companies have not kept up. 
Over the last few weeks however, returns are no longer as lopsided.  The right panel of Figure 1 shows the return from 
the same equal-weighted index—but this time just since February, which now basically matches that of the market cap -
weighted index. This greater breadth should afford more confidence to investors who are skeptical of the rally’s 
concentration in a specific sector or class of company. 
This trend—along with strong corporate earnings and a resilient economy—is encouraging for equity prices this year. Our 12 -
month S&P 500 price target is now 5,500 . Even though an intra -year drawdown seems likely, it’s important to remember 
markets rarely move up in a straight line for extended periods.  
 

Figure 1: S&P 500 Returns Have Broadened Since February  

 
 

 

 

 
  

S&P 500: 1/1/24-3/22/24
Index: Total Return
S&P 500 10.1%
S&P 500 Equal Weighted 6.1%
Difference 4.0%
Source: Bloomberg 

S&P 500: 2/2/24-3/22/24
Index: Total Return
S&P 500 5.82%
S&P 500 Equal Weighted 5.83%
Difference -0.01%
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The v iews expressed are those of the author(s)  at the time of wr iting and are subject to change without notice. Firs t 
Citizens does not assume any l iabili ty  for  losses that may result from the info rmation in this  piece. This  is  intended for  
general educational and informational purposes only  and should not be viewed as investment advice or recommendation 
for  a secur ity, investment product or  personal investment advice.  

 
 

Your investments in securities, annuities and insurance are not insured by the FDIC or any other federal government 
agency and may lose value. They are not a deposit or  other obligation of, or  guaranteed by any bank or bank affil iate and 
are subject to investment risks, inc luding possible loss of the pr inc ipal amount invested. Past performance does not 
guarantee future results .  
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